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Mt Technical trip Lewis Pass area. Photo Michal Klajban

The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from easy  (minimal  experience  required)  to  hard  (high
fitness and experience required). We also organise instructional courses and hold weekly
social meetings. We have a club hut in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for hire to
members.  Membership  rates  per  year  are  $45  member,  $65  couple,  $20  junior  or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to obtain a paper newsletter. 

For more about how the club operates, see the last two pages. 
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Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side  of  Waltham  School,  is  about  100m  south  of  the  Brougham  St/Waltham  Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kate Taylor 0273265497 or email
katet5003@gmail.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words hut fees in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Donald Carnielo 338-9865 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,  $25 non-member, $5 kids
under  12.  If  you  find  any  problems  or  maintenance  required,  please  contact  the  hut
convenor, Donald Carnielo.

Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is
Barney Stephenson, ph. 027 358 3281. 
Note:  club  gear  assigned  to  you  is  your
responsibility;  please take care of it.  Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This  may result  in  serious  damage to  your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking  them on  a  trip  even  if  they  are  not
used,  and  report  any  damage  to  the  gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons No  longer
available
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Sunday 1 May 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Travers Peak (1724m) to Trovatore (1737m):  Starting at Deer
Valley Campsite,  going up to Travers Peak (1724m) via Foleys
Track. Dropping around 200m down to tarns NE from the top and
climb up to Trovatore (1737m). Descending from pt1755 via scree
to Maruia River. We should get some fantastic views over Maruia
Basin and Lewis Pass area. The trip will involve a vertical climb of
about 1300m and around 14 km of horizontal travel. The terrain is
reasonably good, maybe a little bit steep at places but nothing too
bad.  Reasonable  pace.  You  should  be  comfortable  with  scree
running.

Grade: Moderate to
ModHard

Closes: 30 April 
2022

Map: BT23 Lewis
Pass 

Approx: $45

Saturday 7 May 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Daniel Gillies 027 222 8845
daniel-gillies@hotmail.com

Mt Bruce: A fun and varied day out that includes summitting a hill
with great views, bush walking and bashing, off track travel and
some stream travel too. Starting at Cora Lynn car park we’ll take
the Cass Lagoon track through the bush to the high point of the
track, near Lagoon saddle and the tarn. We’ll then head up the
NW spur to the summit of Mt Bruce. Once we reach the summit
our reward is one of the better view points of Arthurs Pass NP and
its  assorted  mountains  and  braided  rivers.  A  very  favourable
reward for effort ratio! To mix things up, we’ll come down a slightly
different route. From the summit we’ll head south to a saddle, and
then  drop  NE  through  a  bushy  spur  and  then  join  into  Broad
Stream.  We’ll  travel  in/along/nearby  to  the  stream back  to  the
highway, and then loop back alongside SH73 and Cora Lynn Rd to
the car park. The descent will be entirely off track with 1km or so
of bush bashing. Distance will be approx 13km. Elevation approx
1,000m. Good trip for those looking to do more off track travel with
a variety of features.

Grade: Moderate at
a slower 
pace

Closes: 6 May 2022

Map: BV20 Otira 

Approx: $30

Wednesday 11 May Social

A Tale of Two Adventures:  Stefan Fairweather has been packing in some adventures
recently so naturally we want to hear about them! Tonight he will relive two of these: his
trip over the Whitcombe Pass with the sensible option of pack-rafting down the Rakaia
River;  and  a  wee  150km  womble  from  Kahutara  Saddle  through  the  Clarence  and
Molesworth Recreation areas to Sedgemere Sleepout on the Rainbow Road. This will be
an illustrated story, so come and enjoy.
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Saturday 14 May 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Te  Ara  Pataka  Summit  Walkway;  Pettigrews  Road  to  Mt
Fitzgerald Return:  The trip will start at Pettigrews Road, just off
the Summit Road above Pigeon Bay and follow Pettigrews Track
before joining Te Ara Pataka. The track passes across farmland
before  going  through  the  Whatarangi  Totara  Reserve,  then  a
gentle climb up to Mt Sinclair (841m). Continuing along the ridge,
then a short steep climb around and up to Mt Fitzgerald (826m).
Along the way, great views of Pigeon Bay, Port Levy and a 360
degree perspective  of  Banks Peninsula.  Return  the  same way.
Overall height gain 500m, return trip 16kms.

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 13 May 
2022

Map:     BX24 

Approx: $20

Saturday 21 May 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Lake  Rubicon  And  Beyond:  Out  west  past  Springfield,  this
pleasant  tramp  starts  next  to  the  homestead  on  Brookesdale
Station, going over rolling farmland and on up the valley to the
little  gem  that  is  Lake  Rubicon,  nestled  in  the  foothills  of  the
Torlesse  Range.  We  then  follow  a  track  up  the  valley  before
making a lunch stop. The return trip follows the Rubicon River,
then a 4WD track through some farm paddocks and back to the
cars.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 20 May 
2022

Map:     BW21 
Springfield 

 

Approx: $20

Weekend 21-22 May 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Geoffrey Sugden 021409359
geoffsugden@gmail.com

Pfeifer  Biv  via  Waharoa  Saddle:  We’ll  park  at  Morrison
Footbridge and head up Paratu stream to Waharoa Saddle. We’ll
then climb to point 1364 before carrying on along the Ridgeline
towards Mt Pfeifer. Around Pt 1580 we’ll make a call as to whether
to drop down to the Biv before climbing Mt Pfeifer or just heading
to the summit before dropping down to set up camp. On Sunday
we’ll  cross  over  into  the  basin  east  of  the  bivvy  and  find  the
entrance to a scree run leading to near the top of Pfeifer Creek
which we’ll follow down and meet up with the Lake Kaurapataka
track. We’ll follow this out to the Taramakau River and then based
on river levels we’ll  decide whether to cross the Otira and road
walk or fight our way along the flood track to Morrison Footbridge
to  get  back  to  the  cars.  A  trip  report  can  be  found  in  this
wilderness  mag  article
https://www.wildernessmag.co.nz/trip/pfeifer-biv-via-waharoa-
saddle-arthurs-pass-national-park/

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 18 May 
2022

Map: BU20 
Moana 
BV20 Otira 

Approx: $60
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Weekend 28-29 May 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Geoffrey Sugden 021409359
geoffsugden@gmail.com

Tarn Hut Loop : This will be one of my relaxed pace trips so will
be a good option if  you are comfortable on some of  the clubs
easy/mod to mod day trips and want to try and overnighter. 

(Saturday) Day 1: After a coffee stop in Oxford, followed by an
apparently long drive down a gravel road to the carpark we’ll head
up the track to point 1250 and then along the ridge-line to the 4
bunk Tarn Hut we’re we’ll camp for the night. 

(Sunday) Day 2: We’ll continue from Tarn Hut up to the summit of
Lilburne  Hill  before  descending  to  Youngman  Stream  Hut  for
lunch. Following this we’ll follow the Ashley River down till we find
where we parked the cars before heading into Oxford for dinner
then on home. 

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 27 May 
2022

Map: BV22 
Dampier 
corner 

Approx: $35
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Saturday 4 June 
Departure point: Lyttelton Ferry Terminal

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Port  hills  walking marathon #3:  Lyttelton to  Lyttelton (with
extra kms from Taylors for some): Have you ever wonder how it
is to run a marathon? What about walking it? Third CTC Port Hills
marathon will lead us from Lyttelton to Lyttelton (yes, again - it’s
very convenient for the organizer as he doesn’t need to arrange
any  transport).  We’ll  take  6.50  AM  ferry  across  to  Diamond
Harbour and take the following route: Mt Herbert --> Packhorse
hut --> Gebbies Pass --> Sign of Kiwi (it’d be a shame not to stop
here for a cuppa, it closes at 4pm) --> Bridle Path --> Lyttelton
(Eruption Brewing pub) It’s around 42 km. If you think that’s not
enough, you can join me - I’ll  be starting at Taylor’s mistake at
chilled pace at 4 AM which adds another 10 km. Please indicate in
the  notes  if  you’d  like  to  join  me at  Taylor’s  and we’ll  arrange
transport together. Also please indicate if you’d like to be added to
a What’s App group through which we can communicate as we
go. 1) Take comfortable footwear eg. not tramping boots as you
may struggle to walk so far in tramping boots 2) Please note the
unusual meeting point - you can either drive or take a bus to the
Ferry Terminal. The only cost of the trip one way ferry ride 3) From
Gebbies Pass onwards you can bail anytime as we’ll stay close to
the Summit Road. Call a friend / taxi / Uber to get back to Lyttelton
(your responsibility) 4) It’s around 42 km and 2000m total ascent -
however,  the  ascent  is  only  gradual.  See  the  map  at
https://tinyurl.com/lytt2lytt 5) Make sure you have a headlamp with
spare batteries. The sun will go down around 5pm and some of us
may finish after that 6) We won’t go together as a group - we’ll
start together but then everybody goes at own pace. We’ll reunite
in Lyttelton in Eruption Brewing pub. Please find yourself a buddy
before the walk or soon after you start. It’s safer and more fun :)
Make  sure  where  to  go  -  see  the  posted  map  above.  If  the
weather is not good enough, the tramp will be postponed to more
sunny  day.  Reports  from  previous  years:  2020
https://ctc.org.nz/index.php/trip-reports?goto=tripreports%2F968
2021  https://ctc.org.nz/index.php/trip-reports?goto=tripreports
%2F1009

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 4 June 2022

Map: BX24 
Christchurc
h 

Approx: Ferry ticket
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Long Weekend 4-6 June 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Cedar Flats Hot Pools: Birthday tramp. Drive to Arthurs Pass on
Friday night. Saturday we drive to Kokatahi. From the road end we
follow the track along the Toaroha river up to Cedar Flats. Day two
can either be spent lazing in the hot pools or a day trip up to the
tops for those keen. Monday return the way we came and drive
back to Christchurch

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 3 June 2022

Map: BV19 Lake 
Kaniere 

Approx: $75 +$5 hut
fee per 
night

Multi day trip 5-18 June 2023
Departure point: Corsica: Either Calenzana in
the North or Conca in the South

Leader: Bill Johnson 02040820100
mail.billjohnson@gmail.com

Corsica  GR20  -  June  2023:  The  GR20  is  a  mythical  long
distance hiking trail that traverses the island of Corsica diagonally,
from Calenzana in the North to Conca in the South. The 180km
trail  follows  the  granite  backbone  of  mountains  that  divide  the
island in two, many of which soar above 2000m altitude and has
an overall  altitude gain of 12,000m. The GR20 is the best  and
toughest  long distance hike  out  there!  Stunningly  beautiful  and
varied. If you do a stage per day, it takes roughly 16 days, this will
depend, of course, on your fitness and the weather. In the North,
you are constantly doing steep ascents and plunging descents. In
the South, there are different challenges, such as, long technical
exposed ridges. Here is a good video overview of the trip: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3L7bovqnVkI A  couple  good
websites  with  more  info  is  located  here:
https://www.thehikinglife.com/2017/03/a-quick-dirty-guide-to-
corsicas-gr20/ http://www.le-gr20.fr/en/ Trip will be approximately
16 days total.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 31 May 
2023

Map:  

Approx: TBD

Trip Reports

6 March 2022

Mt Bealey to Avalanche Peak Traverse

Classic Arthur’s Pass / CTC trip. Because of the non-favourable weather forecast for the
afternoon, we decided to go from Mt Bealey to Avalanche Peak rather than the other way
around.  A few of  us shot  off  at  about 9 AM from Mt Bealey carpark.  I  was unusually
nauseated from the car ride - that’s what happens when you sit in the passenger’s seat
and turn around to talk to Ivan and Emma! Somewhere at the bushline we caught up with
some other CTC members (Monika, Zack, Grant) who had an early start as they spent last
night at CTC hut. They decided to take a scree down from a saddle by Little Bealey while
we continued attacking the top. On the top, we decided to continue towards Lyell Peak as
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the weather was looking alright. A lot of clouds were sitting on Mt Rolleston though and I
was hoping that they would stay there for at least another hour which they did. In general,
the ridge between Mt Bealey and Lyell Peak is sharp with some exciting sections where
careful footing is required. Nothing too bad though, the rock is surprisingly solid most of
the time (on Arthur’s Pass scale of course which means still crumbly but not as much as
some other ridges in AP). There are also some reasonable escape routes to a terrace on
either side of the ridge where an easy route could be taken to bypass the sharp ridge.
Around pt1778, the ridge flattens and it’s just a Sunday stroll from now and on. At the top
of Avalanche Peak, we briefly discussed which route to take and agreed that the quickest
would be to take Avalanche Track instead of Scotts Track. Great trip with fun company
ended up in the Bealey Hotel. People sometimes say it’s pricey but I find 8 bucks for a pint
of beer reasonable! Jiang’s video athttps://youtu.be/ApfzKxpudX4 

Rough stats: 8 h, 10.2 kms, 1500 m up 

Participants:  Michal  Klajban  (leader,  scribe),  Emma  Rogers  (photos,  moral  support),
Xiaoqiu Jiang (videographer), Alan Ross (entertainment), Paul Yeoman, Stephen Lukey,
Rodney Erickson, Ivan Andrews 

19 March 2022

Trig M 2022-03-19

There were many of us, and in fact I believe that there were 40 of us all told. Can you
imagine herding that many trampers? Yet Mike manages it every time, and never loses
anyone. There were so many trampers that I certainly didn’t manage to talk to everybody,
and even though I spoke with Shaun at the departure point, I don’t recall seeing him again
until in the café at the end of the trip. And I just remembered, there were actually 42 of us
since Harish and Michal brought their youngsters along, but they were in child carriers so I
suppose technically they weren’t trampers, so we are back to 40 again. Great to see the
kids out there though. 

We started in the hairpin bend just where the road climbs into Porters Pass. After a short
walk up Coach Stream we left the track and headed for the line of hills that runs along the
south of West Coast Road and walked steeply up the fence to meet the road. After a brief
pause here to regroup we continued west along the tops to meet Starvation Gully Route
and turned left onto the Trig M Route to continue to Trig M at 1251 metres. After a good
lunch break we retraced our steps along part of the Trig M Route to the Coach Stream
Route and followed that all the way back down to the cars. 

There was weather – there always is, of course, and fortunately the photos tell me that it
was a sunny day with some scattered cloud.  They also tell  me that  after lunch some
clouds started rolling in, the wind came up a bit, and it started getting cold. 

We gathered afterwards at the Taste of Kiwi Café in Springfield for refreshments and to
settle the accounts. Helen and I had been dubious about going into busy cafés, what with
covid still being about, but it turned out the that café was busy only because the CTC had
arrived,  so we had no reservations about  going inside.  The money was collected and
distributed to drivers, the trampers were refreshed, and we managed all of that just before
the café closed up for the night. Once again a most enjoyable trip, and thanks to Mike for
making it all happen yet again. 

 Trip statistics Distance Walked: 11.1 km Min Elevation: 635 m Max Elevation: 1,256 m
Elevation gain: 648 m  Average moving speed: 3.2 km/h Total moving time: 3h 28m  

 Participants:  Michael Newlove (Leader), Sheryle Wootton, Cecile Ackermann, Xiaoqui
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Jiang,  Fengmin  Chen,  Carmela  Terrobias,  Kelly  Purdie,  Helen  Ryan,  Roxanne
Brassington,  Bethany  Jackson,  Jon  Fellows,  Annette  Reinheimer,  Yasmin  Valdepenas,
Joel Guerrero, Bett Koch, Lorraine Poole, Alan Ross, Jostin Joh, Gemma Carroll, Kaveh
Mazloomi, Bernhard Parawa, Callum Bowmar, Annabel Bartrum, Michal Klajban, Kieran
Scott,  Symon  Holmes,  Michael  Allison,  Frank  Dohmen,  Louise  Holder,  Jim  Schofield,
James  Schofield,  Bryce  Williamson,  Susan  Hsieh,  Anthony  Clark,  Harish  Mandalika,
James Atlas, Jessica Vereijssen, Shaun Wong, John Kerkhofs (scribe & photographer) 

 

19-20 March 2022

Cameron to the Mighty Arrowsmiths, Take 2

Following the great Cameron trip before Christmas, Hannah was so inspired she booked in
a second one and I thought it would be good to join to make sure I hadn’t forgotten the
route and see if my fitness had improved. 

The weather forecast indicated we might get bombed by a big front, and then mysteriously
because of blocking by an eastward high it  moved north up the west coast and made
landfall to flood Auckland and the east coast north of Gisborne instead. So we decided it
was all good to go in spite of the possibility of rain on Sunday. And we got two fabulous
windless days in spite of all dire predictions! 

The route in was much as remembered, except that we had Francois with us, a canny
Canadian, who led seven of the party up a stream which was to the side of the terminal
moraine while Chris McG and I followed the route we took last time which, while marked
and used, bashed its way through tussocks and matagouri, up a creek bed for 20 metres
and then along the crest of what once must have been a lateral moraine. Having imagined
the others would be clambering over boulders and up the loose sides of gorgy bits, we
thought we would get there earlier, but discovered they were much faster and the stream
was tracked and needed much less effort to negotiate. So I again arrived at the hut feeling
stuffed. 

I had a jug of 750 mls tea and found a good but slightly anti-social spot to pitch the tent,
and was just  about  to  cook dinner  around 5.30 and replenish my fuel  reserves when
Hannah suggested a walk up the valley to see what we could see. So I grabbed a muesli
bar as a temporary fix and plodded after the others on wobbly legs, joining them on a
bump on the lateral  moraine, which provided great views across to the other side and
down the valley.  The lateral  moraines are impressively  big  and demonstrated that  the
Cameron glacier was once very large and deep. 

The others decided they would go on a bit further round the bend where things looked
quite a lot steeper, while I carefully picked to avoid falling over my way back down to tent
and dinner. As it transpired, they weren’t too far behind. Dinner was a social affair, and we
sat in a cool circle outside the hut enjoying our various takes on dehy followed by a piece
of  Whittaker’s  damson plum.  The hut  itself  wasn’t  full  but  was  used by  a  few others
besides us and tent provided relief from creaks and snores. 

A wind-free night was accompanied by squarks from a family of nine keas who enjoyed the
prospect of waking us up, and then a brilliant sunrise provided opportunities for fabulous
photos with the keas adding to the fun. Then for the inevitable pack up and a very pleasant
this time for me and Chris McG to walk down the stream bed, no boulders, no gorges, no
slippery bits and best of all  no lumpy tussock or prickly Spaniard or matagouri.  Guess
which way I go next time? 
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Team photo at Cameron Hut

An uneventful walk saw us back at the cars and heading out in time for the Rakaia pub
where to round off a fabulous weekend I sampled the delights of deep fried Camembert
with wedges, chilli sauce and cream cheese together with a refreshing hazy. 

A great weekend had by all – Hannah Watt (leader) and to whom many thanks are due for
great organizing, motivating and instructing the weather to behave, Barry Watson, Allan
McInnes, Natasha Sydorenko, Mac One (Ruth McKie) the two Chris Macses (McGimpsey
and McHarg), Francois X with the nose for a really good route and myself. 
Uploaded by: Barney Stephenson on Mon Apr 04 2022 

26 March 2022

Castle Hill Peak & The Gap

Every road trip to the coast as a child I distinctly remember the tale “I know the guy who
flew their plane through there in the 80’s” from my dad. No more information was ever
given, even with incessant questioning. Whether this was to give the story an air of legend,
or whether it was to keep the pilot a mystery I will never know. 

Since then, climbing to the gap had been high on the list. The excellent road-frontage also
adds an opportunity to enthusiasticly point and say “I’ve climbed there” every road trip
(much to the annoyance of passengers). 

So 9 of us met at Z Russley and drove toward Springfield comparing stories of covid
avoidance. Barney’s weather warnings were again trumped by my interpretations of Windy
(and a ‘she’ll be right’ attitude) and we drove with blue sky above. 

We arrive to Porters Pass, and with one look at the sunshine we de-layered in preparation.
With a sigh and a longing look at the peak, we began the slog up. On arrival to Foggy
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Peak, Barney had a bothy bag out and was trying to persuade people to hop inside for a
test run. Although it was sold as such, I think the main intention was photos judging by the
laughter heard outside. 

After our first siesta, we continued on to Castle Hill Peak and ended up stopping every
high point for a wee chat & drink, obviously under no time pressure. The slog to the peak
was defeated at around 1pm and second siesta commenced. There was a little wind, but
the sun was still shining as we decided our next course of action. 

The group split  in  two –  the  gappers  and the  nappers  (named as such when it  was
revealed they had a 2 hour peak sleep). The gappers left the nappers with a turnaround
time  planned  of  2.30/3.  The  general  consensus  for  gap-access  (retrieved  from  other
CTC’ers) was that there is a ledge to find which is a direct path into the gap, and the
easiest option. We negotiated the ridge (which was far more benign than expected) and
got to the top of the gap at 2.30. 

I  spied what looked like a ledge down below and those slightly more comfortable with
heights descended to (what we hoped was) the path. After some climbing we reached the
ledge, and couldn’t believe the ease in which it lead us into the crux of the gap. It took only
10 minutes to get there and we were over the moon. 

Arrived at the Gap!

After  playing with the echoes, taking photos and marvelling at the rock faces, Lynette
observed that we had left 100% of the men on the trip either napping on Castle Hill Peak,
or above us. Sly smiles of success were shared. 

On 3pm we began our mission to find the nappers & regroup. We travelled back along the
ridge looking longingly  at  the Kowhai  scree run (which we couldn’t  do due to  various
reasons) and got back to the peak. The nappers had begun their saunter down so we
continued on. The clag came in briefly and for a while we were in the cloud, but the air
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temperature was still mild. 

We all made it down, finding the nappers at the car (full of beans might I add) and emptied
the stones from our boots. A very successful day and some chuffed gappers. 

Final stats 17km 7 hours (incl siestas) 1700m altitude gain 

Participants: Hannah (leader & scribe), Louise Petrie, Zack Williams, Barney Stephenson,
Paul Titus, Stephen Lukey, Naomi Wells, Ciara Dunleavy and Lynette Hartley. 

3 April 2022

Mt Philistine

As it is with Christmas, a David Sutton trip happens for me once a year. I usually look
forward to Christmas more,  because I’ve learned over  the years what  a David Sutton
moderate trip is usually like. Mt Philistine is something I’ve avoided until now, as I built it up
as some sort of intimidating peak, probably due to its association with the challenging
Philistine-Rolleston traverse. This trip, however, proved to be perhaps the most pleasant
peak trip  I’ve ever  done,  and my second-favourite  trip  of  David’s  that  I’ve done (after
Routeburn-in-a-day in summer 2019). 

A 7am start wasn’t so bad with daylight savings ending overnight. This was definitely a true
David Sutton trip: punctual, quick, efficient. We arrived at the Otira Valley carpark at 9am
and we were ready to go at 9:05am. Our leader simply asked “Shall we head off?”, and as
though answering his own question, headed up the Otira Valley track with us following
after him. 

We reached the (swanky new) bridge located 2km up the Otira Valley track in just  32
minutes, the cracking pace waking us up. And by the 1 hr 30 minute mark into the tramp,
we had reached the top of the Warnock bluffs, 550m up from the carpark, with more than
half of the height gain to the peak done already. The bluffs are described as the crux of the
trip in a lot of information about Mt Philistine, but I think we’d all agree it was actually the
easiest part of the ascent! The path is so incredibly well-trodden with obvious “steps” to the
point where the numerous cairns were redundant - although I’m sure it’d be a different
story in claggy and/or slippery conditions. 

The most difficult part of the ascent (and descent) was the last 200m or so just below the
summit. Much of the face is a mix of very loose small rock/scree (one step up, only to slide
back down when you put weight on it, with a bunch of rock rolling down with it) or bone-dry
slopes that provide little traction. It  was slower progress going up this final part  to the
summit, and then we had to be particularly careful on the descent to avoid sending rocks
down on each other (there were still lots of shouts of “rock!” but no one was injured). 

Still, we reached the summit just before noon, meaning the trip from carpark to summit
took just under 3 hr - a speedy ascent indeed, in usual David Sutton trip fashion. The
views were incredible, perhaps the best from a summitI’ve experienced so far. There were
two other people on the summit who had passed us earlier about halfway up, and one of
them  took  some  group  photos  for  us.  David’s  trip  description  expressed  interest  in
descending a couple hundred metres off one side of the peak to check out a possible
future route into Rolleston River, but he obviously had forgoed that idea when he asked,
after we had lazed around on the summit and enjoyed lunch for quite a while, “Shall we
head back down?” 
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Group photo on the top

We started our descent at around 12:30pm, and as previously mentioned, the initial 200m
or so descending the peak being the slowest bit with all the loose rock, but we got down
from peak to carpark in just under 2 hr 30 mins, with a total trip time of 5 hr 56 mins, and
us arriving at the cars at 3:01pm. A fast, efficient, under-six-hours-up-and-down trip led by
David. The weather was absolutely perfect - we did most of the ascent sheltered from the
sun, and the sun never got too high, yet it was an amazing warm day with next to no wind.
I wore my light, long-sleeve sun shirt the entire time without ever having to put on extra
layers, even while stopped on the summit. A perfect trip with one of the most pleasant
summits I’ve done in the twilight of summer. 
Uploaded by: Zack Williams on Mon Apr 04 2022 

9 April 2022

Camp Saddle circuit

This was my third time doing Alan’s Camp Saddle bonanza. He runs it once or twice a
year, and it’s always been a nice day out: it’s not too far from Christchurch, involves a good
bit of exercise, has varied terrain and there’s lots of socialising. The first time I did it, there
were 31 on the trip! This time, it was down to a (still large) group of 15. 

The trip begins going up the Mistletoe track to the junction with the Luge track and the
route to Helicopter Hill. We got to the junction quickly, and most of us went for a quick trip
up to Helicopter Hill, where we were treated to spectacular views on a bluebird morning.
After that detour, we continued along on the Craigieburn Edge Track for about 3 km, where
we encountered numerous mountain bikers coming down the track. With the number of
bikers we encountered in the Mistletoe carpark, and the number on the track, this area of
the Craigieburns seems to be quite popular with mountain bikers, which was cool to see. 

We left the track and scrambled about 250m up the usual slope to Camp Saddle, with Alan
and a couple others killing wilding pines on the way. Alan racked up around 40 throughout
the trip! On the saddle, we enjoyed a long, lazy lunch, and a couple and their adorable,
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energetic dog soon joined us, having come up the other side of the saddle on the Camp
Saddle Track. We spent a good 30 minutes or so lazing about, then packed up at 1pm and
continued up and along the ridge for a couple kilometres to get to the scree slope. 

There  were  a  few  people  new/new-ish  to  scree  slopes,  and  everyone  did  it  quite
confidently with no trouble with Alan’s and Chris’s tips. Then it was short downhill back to
the track junction, and back down the Mistletoe track (where we passed more dogs!) to the
cars. 

Participants: Alan Ross (leader), Courtney Stothers, Daniel Gillies, Chris Freear, Carmela
Terrobias,  Zack  Willias,  Bernhard  Parawa,  Connie  Christensen,  Andrew  Ecker,  Jim
Schofield, James Schofield, Kaveh Mazloomi, Kay Taylor, Fiona Gough, Chris McGimpsey

17-18 April 2022

Mt Technical and The Apprentice

There were quite  a few CTC trips  over  the  Easter  break,  however  all  were multi-day
adventures  with  no  day  or  two  days  alternative  for  those  who  can’t  get  away  from
Christchurch for too long. I put up a trip up to Lewis Tops just a few days ahead and to my
surprise another 9 CTC’ers signed up. 

So, this is how it went: We started off at Lewis Tops carpark at around 9.30 AM. The track
to the tops is well marked and posted, and it didn’t take us long and we were having a
morning at the bushline. We followed the tops to the biggest Lewis Tops lake where we set
up a  camp.  4  of  us  found a suitable  spot  on  a small  peninsula  at  the  lake.  Anthony
mentioned that he feels like an imperialist colonizing a whole peninsula and I had to agree.
After setting up a camp, we shot off at around 1.15 PM towards Mt Technical. The tops are
easy  to  pass.  From  pt1580,  the  track  goes  steeply  down  to  the  creek  east  of  The
Apprentice. There are some great campsites with running water on tap. 

Campsite near largest Lewis tops tarn
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We climbed straight ahead on the Western Ridge of Mt Technical which was easy enough.
At around 1740 contour, there is a rock cairn indicating a descending route via a steep
gully to a scree SW of the top of Mt Technical. This gully together with the steep gully
heading towards the top of Mt Technical is the crux of the journey and some care needs to
be taken. It’s not difficult  bit  slipping will  end up badly. The scree itself  is not too bad,
though some CTC’ers found it hard going. Just under the top, the last 30 vertical meters
are done in the first gully on your left. The gully leads maybe 20 meters from the antenna
on the top. I tried the next gully 10 meters further and regretted it - it’s full of unstable,
slippery rock with a regular boulder problem near the top. The first gully is easier, though
there is an easy boulder problem on top of it too. Again, not too hard but don’t slip. Byron
didn’t take the scree route but continued along the ridge. He said it was around grade 2
with a couple of sections where a lot of care needs to be taken. 

We came back on the Western Ridge the same way - via the scree. From there, it’s quite a
fun scramble along the ridge to the saddle between Mt Technical and The Apprentice. The
Apprentice itself is easily accessible from either southern, western, or eastern sides. When
we climbed back to pt1580, we watched the last bits of the sunset, put headlamps on and
finished the last leg in the dark. I took us just over 9 relaxed hours from the carpark to Mt
Technical, The Apprentice and back to the camp. The sunrise was quite stunning - there
was this thin layer of haze hovering above half of the sky which was pink, but the rest of
the sky was blue. It took me a while to figure out why the sky is divided. I haven’t seen
anything like it,  it  was mesmerizing -  see the photo.  More photos from the trip  to  Mt
Technical on Michal’s blog. 
Uploaded by: Michal Klajban on Wed Apr 20 2022 

Rough stats: 

Day 1: 14.2 km, 9:15 h, 1800m up 

Day 2: 4 km, 1:40 h, 700m down 

Participants:  Michal Klajban (scribe, leader, photos, GPX), Chris McHarg, Marc Bietola,
Byron Harvey,  Kate  Taylor,  Louise  Petrie,  Anthony Clark,  Mary  Ogburn,  Josh Sokolov
Pearson 
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More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed.  Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists  containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).

We  recommend  you  start  with  the  Club  Captain,  then  the  Gear  Custodian,  then  the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can  be  made  then  the  Police.  Refer  to  the  list  of  Club  Officers  below,  and  on
www.ctc.org.nz.  Members  (particularly  Trip  Leaders)  please discuss this  arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure. 

Club Officers

President: John West 021 230 2536

Vice President: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070

Secretary: Monika Bratownik 021399750

Treasurer: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720

Club Captain: Bryce Williamson 021-0232-2310

New Members 
Rep:

Emma Rogers 022 491 6625

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Overnight Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Social 
Convenor:

Kate Taylor 0273265497

Gear Custodian:
Barney 
Stephenson

027 358 3281

Editor: Peter Hinchey 0225948023

Hut Convenor: Donald Carnielo 338-9865

IT Convenor: Nick Edwards 0273656751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn 0212141907

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 26 May 2022 – Thanks.
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